Courses
All courses offered by Polytechnical School (Poli-UFRJ) in Rio de Janeiro are considered references in their areas, for them theoretical and practical experience are connected in under-graduate and graduate studies.

Possibilities: Foreign Students can subscribe for
- **selected courses** (in Portuguese),
- **Double Degree** (verify if available for your university)
- 4 months **research project** (collaboration with COPPE/UFRJ).

Programs:
Civil Engineering
Computer and Information Engineering
Control and Automation Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Electronic and Computer Engineering
Environmental Engineering
Industrial Engineering
Materials Science Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Metallurgical Engineering
Naval Engineering
Nuclear Engineering
Petroleum Engineering

Deadlines for applications:
- **DEZEMBER, 5th** - For 1st semester/2016: April - August
- **MAY, 30th** - For 2nd semester/2016: September - December

CONTACT US
International Office - internacional@poli.ufrj.br
Incoming Students and Applications - incoming@poli.ufrj.br
Undergraduate Department - Polytechnic School - UFRJ
Av. Athos da Silveira Ramos, 149 - Block A, 2nd floor - Technology Center
University City - CEP: 21941-909 - Rio de Janeiro - BRAZIL

Tel: +55 21 3938-7884 | 7498 | 7887
Opening hours: from 9:00 AM to 04:00 PM.